UNDERGRADUATE
COMPOSERS'
FORUM

Tuesday, April 16, 1991
8:00 p.m. in the
Shepherd School Recital Hall
PROGRAM

I Wonder While I Wander Through a Weird Wooded Wilderness (1990) (Premiere)  
Jonathan Howard

now i lay (1991) (Premiere)  
(poem by e. e. cummings)  
Kate O'Connell

Kathleen Avera, soprano  
Anthony Potoczniak, piano

Pulse (1990)  
Jeanne Jaubert, cello  
Lisa McCaffety, percussion  
Paul Schleuse

The Summer Cycle (1989) (Premiere)  
(poems by Emily Dickinson)  
Anson Hildebrand

1. I know where Wells grow ...  
2. One need not be a chamber...  
3. Nature, the gentlest Mother...  
4. Could I but ride indefinite ...

Ilse Sakakeeny, flute  
Gabriel Sakakeeny, baritone

Piece for Clarinet and Piano (1991)  
(Premiere)  
Gabriela Frank

Jonathan Gunn, clarinet  
Gabriela Frank, piano
Options (1991)
a percussion poem for 11 players

Shepherd School Percussion Ensemble

| Hugh Brock          | Lisa McCaffety |
| John Burgardt      | Andrea Moore   |
| Christi Campbell   | David Murray   |
| Christian Dionne   | Christopher Rose|
| Catherine Lee       | Joel Stein     |

Joachim Reinhuber, piano

Anson Hildebrand and Jonathan Howard are students of Paul Cooper.

Joel Stein, Kate O'Connell, Paul Schleuse, and Gabriela Frank are students of Ellsworth Milburn.